
Attention does not scale

It has never been harder—or oddly easier—to get your message out.







Create a groundswell of 
community and industry 
support in a precise and 
highly-targeted way.



• Business case

• National benefit

• Economic impact

• Industry benefit

• Community support
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Shareable Social Objects



Shareable Social Objects

















Partners, Partners, Partners







The Next 30

13,426 unique visitors



Community Engagement

• Daily requests for lawn signs via the info@shipsstarthere.ca email address and Facebook page

• Daily lawn sign photo submissions for Ships Start Here Facebook page



Community Engagement



Imitation is the sincerest form….









Building Confidence & Momentum

• Facebook comments like “Where can I get a sign? I live in BC but I'm all for Halifax.”

• CSSH pin messages like “YES! WE can do it, right here in NS!”



Root Narrative:

Nova Scotia 
builds ships 
better than 
anyone in 
Canada.

ShipsStartHere.c
a

Branch 
Narrative for 

Ottawa

We don’t just 
build ships. We 

build icons.

Branch Narrative 
for Halifax

This is an 
economic game 

changer for 
generations to 

come.



• 10,000 email addresses, with 46% open rate

• 218,000 page views and 74,300 unique views – ShipsStartHere.ca

• 12,000 “pins” placed on Canadian map; additional 33,000 visits

• 7,044 Facebook Likes; 2,200 interactions 

• 9 YouTube videos with a combined view total of 27,000

• SlideShare presentation viewed 9,030 times

• LinkedIn campaign: 20% click thru rate – one of highest in Canada

Polling during the campaign yielded results of 87% recall rate for SSH 
and 50% could articulate campaign messages among Nova Scotians. 
Research team has not seen rates this high for a campaign.

RESULTS

AWARENESS



Global Reputation



“If you want to build a ship, don’t drum 
people together to collect wood and 

don’t assign them tasks and work, 
but rather teach them to long for the 

endless immensity of the sea.”

- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry


